Zonofy
Zonofy is a platform primarily intended with the purpose of:






connecting musical talents with the music industry (record labels, music producers, songwriters and media)
offering a dedicated platform for amateur and unsigned musicians where they can upload their music videos,
receive feedback and be inspired by other users
offering what we have decided to call a ‘Music “dating” community’ where advanced search options make it
possible for the users to find the exact artist or band they are looking for (for instance a band looking for a new
member or a producer looking for a certain kind of singer for his next production), see their videos and easily
decide if the certain artist is who they are looking for
offering quality music entertainment to all music lovers out there!

The community also acts as a social network where the users can create a network of friends, interact with each other,
make groups, post news and events etc.
Finally the platform includes a forum where the users can post subjects for discussion, help, knowledge sharing, ideas etc.
However, what makes the Zonofy platform extra attractive for the users is the corporation which has been made with
record labels, music producers, songwriters and media from around the world. Currently Zonofy has +20 record labels as
partners together with a large number of producers - and more are being added as we speak.
The corporation works in that way that the best rated videos (original songs and covers respectively) within each genre on a
monthly basis are send to Zonofy’s partners, whom return with feedback or maybe even an offer to the respective
artists/bands. The media on the other hand review the top artists as a part of a monthly “Zonofy artist review”.
www.zonofy.com went live on 2014-06-20 - world-wide.
Zonofy can also be found on facebook here: www.facebook.com/Zonofy

